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Cauliflower Mosaic Virus: A 420 Subunit (T = 7), Multilayer Structure 
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The structures of the Cabb-B and CM1 841 strains of cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) have been solved to about 3 nm 
resolution from unstained, frozen-hydrated samples that were examined with low-irradiation cryo-electron microscopy 
and three-dimensional image reconstruction procedures. CaMV is highly susceptible to distortions. Spherical particles, 
with a maximum diameter of 53.8 nm, are composed of three concentric layers (I-III) of solvent-excluded density that 
surround a large, solvent-filled cavity (-27 nm dia.). The outermost layer (I) contains 72 capsomeric morphological 
units, with 12 pentavalent pentamers and 80 hexavalent hexamers for a total of 420 subunits (37-42 kDa each) 
arranged with T= 7 icosahedral symmetry. CaMV is the first example of a T= 7 virus that obeys the rules of stoichiome- 
try proposed for isometric viruses by Caspar and Klug (1962, Co/d Spring Harb. Symp. Quanf. Biol. 27, l-24), although 
the hexameric capsomers exhibit marked departure from the regular sixfold symmetry expected for a structure in 
which the capsid protein subunits are quasi-equivalently related. The double-stranded DNA genome is distributed in 
layers II and Ill along with a portion of the viral protein. The CaMV reconstructions are consistent with the model based 
on neutron diffraction studies (Kruse et a/., 1987, Virology 159, 166-l 68) and, together, these structural models are 
discussed in relation to a replication-assembly model (Hull et a/., 1987, J. Cell Sci. (Suppl.) 7, 213-229). Remarkable 
agreement between the reconstructions of CaMV Cabb-B and CM1841 suggests that other strains of CaMV adopt the 
same basic structure. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Caulimoviruses comprise the first plant virus group 
whose genome was shown to be doubled-stranded 
DNA (dsDNA) (Shepherd et a/., 1970). The type 
member, cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), has been 
extensively studied as a model system to understand 
genome organization, expression of viral genes, and 
replication strategy. More than 90% of freshly ex- 
tracted CaMV dsDNA is present as a closed, nonsu- 
percoiled circular molecule of about 8 kbp (-5000 
kDa) (for reviews, see Hull et a/., 1987; Mandahar, 
1989). The complete genome sequences of three iso- 
lates of CaMV (Franck et al., 1980; Gardner et al., 
1981; Balazs et a/., 1982) reveal eight open reading 
frames (ORF) that code for at least six gene protein (gp) 
products (gpl-gpVI) in viva (Gordon et al., 1988; Maule 
et a/., 1989). The presence of an efficient promoter in 
the genome sparked widespread interest in the use of 
CaMV as a potential vector for introducing foreign 
genes into plants. Indeed, both bacterial (Brisson eta/., 
1984) and mammalian (Lefebvre et al., 1987; De Zoe- 
ten et a/., 1989) gene products have been successfully 
expressed in recombinant CaMV genomes. The repli- 
cation strategies of caulimoviruses are similar to ani- 

’ To whom correspondence and reprint requests should be ad- 
dressed. 

mal viruses such as the retroviruses and hepatitus B 
virus (Hohn et al., 1985; Sanfacon and Hohn, 1990). 

Despite remarkable achievements in elucidating the 
organization and expression of the CaMV genome, the 
view, that “the basic physical structure of the virion 
remains largely unknown,” has persisted (Kruse et a/., 
1987). Observations of CaMV morphology by electron 
microscopy of purified samples prepared by conven- 
tional procedures such as metal-shadowing or nega- 
tive-staining (e.g., Pirone et a/., 1961; ltoh et a/., 1969) 
led to a consensus view that CaMV virions are smooth, 
rather featureless spherical particles with an outer di- 
ameter of -50 nm. Values reported for the CaMV di- 
ameter range from 35 to 45 nm for thin-sectioned (Fuji- 
sawa et a/., 1967) or uranyl acetate-stained (Hills and 
Campbell, 1968) specimens and up to -60 nm for 
metal-shadowed, air-dried samples (Pirone et a/., 
1961). Such variation can be accounted for by section- 
ing, decoration, or dehydration-induced artifacts inher- 
ent in the procedures used. In addition, despite much 
evidence that the composition and infectivity of CaMV 
is quite stable even in extreme conditions of pH, tem- 
perature, and chemical environment (e.g., Day and 
Venables, 1960; ltoh et al., 1969; Al Ani et al., 1979a), 
the morphology of CaMV seems to be more readily 
subject to distortion than that of most other viruses 
examined by similar procedures. The presence of cap- 
Somers in CaMV was first observed in samples 
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disrupted by high pH, although no attempt was made 
to quantify the number of capsomers (Al Ani et a/., 
1979a). 

Evidence that CaMV is hollow was obtained from 
observations that a “core” of -20 nm diameter was 
accessible to potassium phosphotungstate stain in pu- 
rified samples or remained unstained in thin-sectioned 
leaf tissue from infected plants (Fujisawa et a/., 1967; 
Hills and Campbell, 1968; Rubio-Huertos et al., 1968). 
Subsequent studies, involving stepwise degradation of 
virions in the presence of pronase, led to the appar- 
ently contradictory suggestion that CaMV might be 
composed of several layers, including a central “core” 
similar to that in the small, structurally related (-50 nm 
dia. spherical viruses) papovaviruses, polyoma and 
SV40 (Tezuka and Taniguchi, 1972; Hull and Shep- 
herd, 1976). The presence of a central, empty cavity 
(-25 nm dia.) was established by neutron diffraction 
experiments (Chauvin et al., 1979; Kruse et a/., 1987) 
and later verified by direct observation of unstained, 
frozen-hydrated virions in the electron microscope 
(Cheng et a/., 1989). The neutron diffraction results 
also provided compelling evidence that the protein and 
DNA in virions are distributed at low packing density in 
four concentric shells of different thickness and com- 
position. 

The DNA composition of CaMV virions is well estab- 
lished, but exact definition of the composition and stoi- 
chiometry of the protein components has remained 
elusive (e.g., Al Ani et a/., 1979b; Maule et al., 1989). 
From the reported molecular mass of 22,800 kDa for 
the virion (Hull et a/., 1976) and the calculated molecu- 
lar mass (-5000 kDa) for CaMV DNA of known se- 
quence (Franck et a/., 1980; Balazs et al., 1982) the 
protein is estimated to account for -78% of the total 
virion mass, about the same reported by Kruse et al. 
(1987) but smaller than the 83-84% values previously 
estimated by others (Hull et a/., 1976; Chauvin et a/., 
1979). 

The major capsid protein, gplV, is translated in viva 
from ORF IV as a 58-kDa precursor (Hahn and Shep- 
herd, 1982) that is subsequently processed to several 
products, the major ones with apparent molecular 
masses of 37 and 42 kDa (e.g., Al Ani et a/., 1979b). 
Evidence shows that gplV in virions is glycosylated 
(e.g., Du Plessis and Smith, 1981) and phosphorylated 
(e.g., Hahn and Shepherd, 1980). Some gplV may be 
present as disulfide-linked dimers (Al Ani et a/., 197913; 
Martinez-lzquierdo and Hohn, 1987). Virions are also 
believed to contain some gplll (Giband et a/., 1986; 
Mesnard et a/., 1990) and gpV (e.g., Menissier et a/., 
1984) as minor components. 

On the basis of measurements of virion composition 
and the molecular weights of the virion components, 

various models have been proposed concerning the 
number and presumed icosahedral arrangement of 
protein subunits in the CaMV virion (Hull and Shep- 
herd, 1976; Kruse eta/., 1987). Estimates of the stoichi- 
ometry of the major coat protein (340-410 copies) 
have been subject to large errors, in part because of 
proteolysis of products of ORF IV and, in part because 
of large differences among various calculations of the 
virion molecular weight and the fractional amount of 
DNA present (e.g., Hull eta/., 1976; Kruse eta/., 1987). 
Even with these uncertainties, the overall dimensions 
of the virion and the probable number of copies of gplV 
present argued in favor of a T = 7 icosahedral model for 
the virion shell, either with 420 copies of gplV in a 
structure with quasi-equivalent subunit interactions 
(Caspar and Klug, 1962) or with 360 subunits arranged 
as in the papovaviruses (Baker et al., 1988, 1989, 
1991). A T = 1 inner core (Hull and Shepherd, 1976) 
proposed from earlier observations of core-containing 
particles (Tezuka and Taniguchi, 1972) is unlikely 
given the compelling evidence for a hollow core (Kruse 
et al., 1987; Cheng et al., 1989). 

Lack of definitive information about the organization 
of the DNA and protein components of CaMV 
prompted us to investigate the “native” structure of 
virions by ctyo-electron microscopy and image analy- 
sis (Cheng et al., 1989). These procedures provide rig- 
orous and objective means of recording images of bio- 
logical specimens, whose morphology is well pre- 
served in the microscope, and to reconstruct their 
three-dimensional structures (for review, see Stewart, 
1990). We have determined the three-dimensional 
structure of CaMV from both severe (Cabb-B) and mild 
(CM 1841) strains. The two independent reconstruc- 
tions, each computed to 2.5 nm resolution from low- 
irradiation images of unstained, frozen-hydrated sam- 
ples, appear nearly identical and clearly establish a 
multilayer model for the organization of the nucleopro- 
tein particles. Examination of these structures estab- 
lishes the stoichiometry (420 copies) and arrangement 
(T = 7) of the major coat protein, and also provides a 
basis for understanding protein-DNA interactions, and 
the assembly and stability of the virions. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Virus samples 

Purified samples of CaMV isolates Cabb-B and 
CM1 841 were kindly provided by Dr. R. J. Shepherd 
(University of Kentucky) who isolated and purified the 
virus according to theTriton-urea procedure (Hull eta/., 
1976). Samples of polyoma virus and reovirus (Type 1) 
were gifts from W. Murakami (Brandeis University) and 
D. Furlong (Harvard University), respectively. 
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Cryo-electron microscopy 

We prepared frozen-hydrated specimens by apply- 
ing 2.5~~1 droplets of an aqueous mixture containing 
CaMV (0.5-l .O mg/ml) and polyoma virus or reovirus to 
holey carbon films on 400 mesh copper grids. Cryo- 
electron microscopy was performed with established 
procedures (Dubochet et a/., 1988) with a Philips 
EM420 (Philips Electronics Instruments, Mahwah, NJ) 
operated at 80kV. Focal pairs of images were recorded 
with minimal exposure conditions (1000-2000 e-1 
nm?image) on Kodak SO-163 film (Eastman Kodak 
Co., NY) at nominal magnifications of 49,000X for 
Cabb-B and 36,000X for CM 1841. The first (lowest 
total dose) image in each focal pair was generally re- 
corded 1.2-1.5 pm underfocus. The second micro- 
graph was recorded an additional - 1.2 pm underfo- 
cus to further enhance phase contrast (Erickson and 
Klug, 1971; Stewart and Vigers, 1986). Polyoma 
served as an internal magnification standard for mea- 
suring CaMV particle dimensions (Olson and Baker, 
1989; Cheng et al., 1989). 

Image analysis and three-dimensional 
reconstruction 

Micrographs exhibiting minimal astigmatism and 
specimen drift were digitized at 25pm intervals (corre- 
sponding to -0.5 or -0.7 nm sampling at the speci- 
men) on a rotating-drum microdensitometer (Optronics 
Model C-41 00, Optronics International Inc., Chelms- 
ford, MA). We calibrated image magnification with 
cross-correlation procedures (Olson and Baker, 1989) 
and radial density fitting (Steven et al., 1984; Belnap, 
Olson, and Baker, unpublished results). Images of fro- 
zen-hydrated CaMV samples were analyzed with es- 
tablished icosahedral particle processing procedures 
(e.g., Crowther et al., 1970; Fuller, 1987; Baker et a/., 
1988) to reconstruct the three-dimensional structures 
of the viruses in a manner similar to that used to study 
SV40 (Baker et a/., 1989) and bovine and human papil- 
loma viruses (Baker er al., 1991). Images of particles 
that appeared distorted or degraded, or in regions 
where the vitreous sample was too thick, were re- 
jected. Computations were performed with interactive 
FORTRAN programs on VAXNMS 1 l/750 and 8550 
minicomputers (Digital Equipment Co., Maynard, MA) 
and images were displayed with a 1280 X 1024 pixel 
raster graphics device (Baker et al., 1991). 

modified common-lines procedures (Fuller, 1987; 
Baker et a/., 1988). This was followed by inter-particle 
orientation refinement of increasing numbers of unique 
images with cross-common-lines procedures (Fuller, 
1987). To improve the sensitivity and reliability of the 
orientation refinement procedures with the very noisy 
CaMV images, we had to use data that were Fourier- 
filtered (e.g., Yeager et a/., 1990) to remove both low 
(<(l/12.8) nm-‘) and high (>(1/3.4) nm-‘) frequency 
noise. Refinement of origins and orientations was re- 
peated in cycles at progressively higher spatial fre- 
quencies until no further improvement was found in the 
common-line phase residuals. Refinement at a particu- 
lar resolution was considered complete if the particle 
origins and orientations remained stable to within 
-0.1 nm and 0.5 degree, respectively. The refined 
data were combined to produce a three-dimensional 
Fourier transform, and preliminary three-dimensional 
electron density maps were computed by use of the 
inverse Fourier-Bessel method (Crowther, 1971) to a 
resolution of 3.4 nm. This resolution is within the limit 
imposed by the first zero of the contrast transfer func- 
tion of the electron microscope (this was also true for 
the final, higher resolution reconstructions, computed 
from less-defocused images, as described below). 
Back-projected images of the preliminary reconstruc- 
tion were used as references to accurately refine the 
phase origins of the corresponding images from the 
digitized micrograph (Baker eta/., 1990) and additional 
cycles of refinement were carried out as described 
above. 

Phase origins of images of CaMV particles in the first 
(closer-to-focus, lower-total-dose) micrographs from 
the respective focal pairs were located by cross-corre- 
lating each particle image with its corresponding mate 
in the second (higher defocus, higher dose) micro- 
graph. The.orientation for each particle was initially set 
equal to the orientation that was determined for the 
corresponding particle image from the second micro- 
graph. The new set of- particle origins and orientations 
were first refined with data out to a resolution of -3 
nm. Several intermediate three-dimensional recon- 
structions were calculated during the refinement pro- 
cess in order to periodically check particle origins by 
use of cross-correlation procedures as was done with 
the highly defocused data set. Refinement was carried 
out in several stages at progressively higher resolution 
out to -(l/2.4) nm-‘. 

The more defocused micrograph of a focal pair was On the basis of cross-common-lines phase residuals 
processed first because the stronger phase contrast in (Fuller, 1987) the best 21 (out of 44) Cabb-B images 
it enabled us to determine initial estimates of individual and 40 (out of 137) CM 1841 images from the closer- 
particle orientations. Initial estimates of particle to-focus micrographs were separately combined to 
centers (phase origins) were obtained by use of a compute reconstructions to 2.5 nm resolution. We as- 
cross-correlation method (Olson and Baker, 1989) and sessed the reliability of the reconstructions quantita- 
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tively and qualitatively: a reliability index, RAB (Winkel- 
mann et al., 199 l), was computed between partial data 
sets within each strain and between the full data sets 
for both strains; features such as the size and location 
of capsomer subunits between reconstructions were 
compared directly. Because of the relatively feature- 
less images of unstained CaMV and the high noise 
level of the low-irradiation images, it was not possible 
for us to assess the correctness of the reconstruction 
by visually comparing individual particle images with 
corresponding back-projected views of the recon- 
struction as has been done before (e.g., Baker et a/., 
1989; Yeager et a/., 1990). We enforced full (532) ico- 
sahedral point group symmetry on the final recon- 
structed density maps by imposing threefold symmetry 
in real space (Fuller, 1987). Projections of the density 
contained within defined spherical shells were calcu- 
lated by summing only those density points along cho- 
sen view directions that were within specified radii lim- 
its. Radial density profiles were computed by spheri- 
cally averaging the three-dimensional reconstruction 
of the particle about its center at 0.5-nm intervals. 

The reconstructions displayed in this report have not 
been corrected for the effects introduced by the con- 
trast transfer function of the electron microscope (e.g., 
Erickson and Klug, 1971; Toyoshima and Unwin, 
1988). Several attempts to apply such corrections in an 
objective way led to variable results. The main differ- 
ences between those results and the ones reported 
here arose from the larger influence of the lowest reso- 
lution features in the compensated data. This deem- 
phasizes the pronounced separation of the virion into a 
multilayer structure and also renders the higher resolu- 
tion details, such as the subunit separation within cap- 
Somers, less distinct. However, the major features of 
the organization and structure of CaMV remain the 
same for both corrected and uncorrected data. 

RESULTS 

Electron microscopy 

Unstained, frozen-hydrated CaMV virions (Fig. 1) 
have circular profiles and markedly less dense centers 
compared to polyoma (Fig. 1 C, arrow), a virus of similar 
size and total mass. The circular profiles of both vi- 
ruses (presumed to be randomly oriented in the vitrified 
sample) indicate that the particles have approximately 
spherical morphologies. Although the sizes of both vi- 
ruses appear virtually identical by the eye, CaMV has a 
slightly larger measured diameter than polyoma (53.8 
nm vs 49.5 nm). Aside from obvious features such as 
the circular profile and hollow appearance, the three- 
dimensional structure of CaMV is difficult to interpret 
directly from the projected images since the images do 

not reveal characteristic superposition patterns as are 
common for the papovaviruses (Baker et a/., 1989). 
With polyoma, some of the 72 capsomers, especially 
those near the edge, are clearly seen (Fig. 1 C, arrow) 
and the characteristic superposition patterns of the viri- 
ons allow some particle orientations to be directly 
identified (Baker et a/., 1989). Although fine details can 
be discerned in CaMV images (Figs. 1 B and 1 C), none 
of the projected images are distinctive enough to allow 
specific orientations to be identified. 

Whereas spherical viruses generally appear to be 
well preserved by cryo-microscopy procedures (Olson 
and Baker, 1989) CaMV undergoes substantial distor- 
tion during most conventional and cryo-electron mi- 
croscopy preparation procedures. Manyvirions appear 
slightly ovoid in vitrified samples (Fig. 2) and close in- 
spection of most CaMV images reveals a variety of 
deviations from perfect circular symmetry. Attempts to 
stabilize the virion structure with chemical fixation pro- 
cedures (e.g., glutaraldehyde or uranyl acetate) were 
not successful. Distortion also did not seem to corre- 
late with the age or purity of the CaMV samples or with 
significantly different purification protocols. CaMV 
seems to be slightly better preserved in thicker regions 
of vitrified samples (Fig. 2) indicating that interactions 
of CaMV with the air-water interface may influence 
virion morphology. The diameter of CaMV changes by 
up to 30% depending on the sample thickness (Fig. 2). 
We could not reproducibly control specimen thickness 
and obtain undistorted CaMV particles, and therefore 
we think only a narrow range of ice thicknesses may be 
adequate for optimal specimen preservation. Thus, 
even though CaMV is known to be chemically quite 
stable, it appears to have a rather flexible, easily dis- 
torted structure. 

Image analysis 

Images of CaMV were recorded as focal pairs (e.g., 
Figs. 1 B and 1 C) to facilitate the image processing nec- 
essary for computing a three-dimensional reconstruc- 
tion from very noisy data. The first, low-dose image of 
each focal pair was recorded 1.2-l .5-pm under-focus, 
and this was immediately followed by a second image 
recorded at 2.4-2.7~pm underfocus. The strong con- 
trast of the low resolution features in the high dose 
data (second image in each pair) enabled rough esti- 
mates of individual particle orientations to be deter- 
mined and then refined. The orientations obtained in 
this way were then applied to the noisier (lower con- 
trast, lower dose) data and refined. Data from the sec- 
ond micrograph were only used to help initiate refine- 
ment of the lower dose data and were not merged with 
these data as has been done to compute three-dimen- 
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FIG. 1. (A) Micrograph of a vitrified CaMV sample, suspended over holes in a carbon support film, containing polyoma virus (arrow) as an 
internal calibration standard. (B) Magnified view of the same area as (A) shown in brackets, but recorded prior to (A) at - 1.2 wrn under-focus and 
with an electron dose of - 1200 e-/nm’. (C) Magnified view of (A) recorded at -2.4 pm underfocus and with an accumulated specimen dose of 
-2400 e-/nm*. The higher phase contrast of (C) compared to (B) helped facilitate initial refinement of particle orientation and alignment 
parameters. The bar in (C) represents 200 nm in (A) and 100 nm in (B) and (C). 

sional reconstructions of some viruses (e.g., Vogel et 
al., 1986; Fuller, 1987). 

Representative Fourier transforms, computed from a 
focal pair of images of a single CaMV particle, and 
corresponding plots of the microscope contrast 
transfer functions for the two defocus levels used, are 
shown in Fig. 3. The use of transform data only within 
restricted resolution limits helped improve the refine- 
ment of particle center positions and orientations. By 
discarding the lowest spatial frequency data (mainly 
from circularly symmetric features) and highest spatial 
frequency data (mainly noise), we emphasized the ico- 
sahedrally symmetric components of the images and 
this markedly optimized refinement of particle view ori- 
entations. In computing the final CaMV three-dimen- 
sional reconstructions, all transform data (only from the 
low-dose images) between spatial frequencies of 0.0 
and 0.4 nm-’ were used. 

CaMV three-dimensional structure 

A total of 21 images of Cabb-B and 40 images of 
CM1 841 were included in the two final three-dimen- 

sional reconstructions computed to 2.5~nm resolution 
(Figs. 4A and 4B). The surface structures of both vi- 
ruses are remarkably similar. The outer capsids each 
consist of 72 capsomers arranged with T = 7 icosa- 
hedral lattice symmetry (Fig. 4D), with 12 capsomers 
in pentavalent positions (where one capsomer is 
surrounded by five others) and the remaining 60 in hex- 
avalent positions (where one capsomer is surrounded 
by six others). The measured diameters of the pentava- 
lent and hexavalent capsomers are 8.3 and 10.3 nm in 
diameter, respectively, and both protrude -3.6 nm 
above the base of the capsid surface. The hexavalent 
capsomers have a small but distinct axial hole (- 1 nm 
diameter) not seen in the pentavalent capsomers. The 
capsid surface is punctuated by 140 large, triangular- 
shaped holes (-3 nm on a side) which occur at the 20 
strict and 120 quasi-three-fold axes that relate groups 
of three capsomers. The handedness of the recon- 
structed density maps was arbitrarily computed with T 
= 7 I (left-handed) icosahedral lattice symmetry, al- 
though the actual CaMV structure may be the other 
enantiomorph since the correct hand cannot be deter- 
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FIG. 2. Micrograph of a vitrified solution containing CaMV and 
Type-l reovirus virions. The diameters of CaMV in this (typical) sam- 
ple vary by as much as 30%. Those CaMV particles that exhibit the 
most uniformly round profiles, and therefore are believed to have the 
best preserved icosahedral symmetry, usually occur in the thrcker 
regions of the vitrified sample near the larger (-80 nm dia.) reovirus 
particles. Bar N 200 nm. 

mined from a single field of view of particles. Attempts 
to determine the actual hand of the structure by metal 
shadowing or tilting experiments were inconclusive 
(R. H. Cheng, unpublished). Cross-sectional views of 
CaMV clearly reveal a prominent, empty center (Fig. 
4C) with a diameter of -27 nm. This view also reveals 
that CaMV has a rather open structure with density 
mainly confined between radii of 14.5 and 26.9 nm in 
three concentric layers (I, II, and Ill). The overall thick- 
nesses of layers I, II, and III, starting with the outermost 
layer (I), are about 5.7, 3.6, and 3.6 nm. The total vol- 
ume of the virion, excluding only the solvent on the 
outside2 surface, is -64,000 nm3. The hollow center 
accounts for - 12,500 nm3 or 14% of the total virion 
volume. 

’ All solvent at radii >22.9 nm except for that in the cavities cen- 
tered about the capsomer axes (Fig. 4). 

A plot of the average radial density for the Cabb-B 
and CM 1841 reconstructions clearly reveals the multi- 
layer nature of CaMV (Fig. 5). Major peaks of density at 
radii of 23.5, 19.1, and 16.0 nm correspond to the 
densest regions of the three prominent layers. The 
small shoulder at r = 12.9 nm corresponds to some 
extra density at the boundary between the inner wall of 
the virion and the empty center. Negative peaks at r = 
26.9 and 10.9 nm represent Fresnel fringes that are 
generated by the strong-defocus phase contrast and 
are most noticeable in regions of high contrast where 
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FIG. 3. (A,B) Fourier transforms computed from a focal pair of 
images of a single CaMV virion recorded at - 1.2 grn (A) and -2.4 
pm underfocus (B). White circles mark annular regions from each 
transform (between (l/l 0.7) nm-’ and (l/2.4) nm-’ in (A) and be- 
tween (1712.8) nm-’ and (l/3.4) nm-’ in (B)) used in the particle 
orientation refinement procedures. (C)Theoretical plots of the micro- 
scope contrast transfer functions (CTFs) corresponding to the defo- 
cus settings used in the images from which (A) and (B) were com- 
puted. The CTFs, A(O)sinx(O) + B(~)cosx@), are plotted as a function 
of spatial frequency, B/X, in nm-‘, for X = 0.0042 nm (the wavelength 
of 80 kV electrons), C, = 2 mm (objective lens spherical aberration 
coefficient), and assuming that amplitude contrast remains constant 
(7%) over the range of spatial frequencies depicted (see Toyoshima 
and Unwin (1988) for a complete description of how CTFs are com- 
puted). The solid portions of the CTF curves correspond to the re- 
gions of the Fourier transform bounded by the circles in (A) and (B). 
The first minima (zeroes) in the respective transforms occur at (l/2.2) 
nm-’ and (173.2) nm-’ (just outside the large white circles). 
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FIG. 4. (A, B) Surface-shaded representations of the CaMV Cabb-B 
(A) and CM1 841 (B) reconstructions, computed from 21 and 40 inde- 
pendent particle images, respectively, and viewed along an icosahe- 
dral twofold axis of symmetry. (C) Cutaway view of the back half of 
(A), reveals a multilayered internal structure and a large, central cav- 
ity. The equivalent view of CM 1841 (not shown) is essentially identi- 
cal to (C). (D) Depth-cued representation (bright regions appear clos- 
est to the viewer) of Cabb-B overlayed with a T = 7 I (left-handed) 
icosahedral lattice net. The net intersects at points that identify the 
positions of 72 capsomers, 12 of which occur at pentavalent loca- 
tions and 60 of which occur at hexavalent locations. 

there are large mass density differences (e.g., at virion- 
solvent boundaries). Density at r < 10.9 nm mainly 
corresponds to the solvent-filled central cavity. Ripples 
in the averaged density in this region occur with ampli- 
tudes that are approximately at the level of noise in the 
data and they are accentuated by defocus phase con- 
trast and Fourier truncation artifacts. The residual posi- 
tive density at radii < 10.9 nm may represent density 
contributed by variable amounts of molecules trapped 
inside the virion during the process of assembly (Dis- 
cussion). The large negative peak at the center of the 
virion (r = O-2 nm) is mainly produced by noise in the 
data, which tends to build up nearest symmetry axes or 
where they intersect, and is caused in part by the Four- 
ier-Bessel procedures used to reconstruct the dens- 
ity map. 

The overall agreement between the Cabb-B and 
CM1 841 data and the quality of the reconstructions 
were quantitatively assessed with a reliability index, 
R,, (Winkelmann et a/., 1991; Baker et al., 1991). A plot 
of RAB for Cabb-B vs CM 1841 shows that the two den- 
sity maps agree quite well out to a resolution of -3 nm 
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FIG. 5. Radial density plot of the combined, spherically averaged 
Cabb-B and CM 1841 reconstructions depicts the three concentric- 
layer (I, II, Ill) CaMV structure. Three major peaks occur at radii of 
23.5 nm (I), 19.1 nm (II), and 16.0 nm (Ill). The layers extend from a 
minimum radius of - 12 nm to a maximum radius of -26 nm, with 
most of the density confined within the outermost 10 nm. Density at 
r < 11 nm mainly corresponds to the solvent-filled central cavity. 

(Fig. 6). Slight disagreement between Cabb-B and 
CM 1841 at low resolution (-0.1 nm-‘) is attributed to 
the presence of additional density at low radii in layer III 
of Cabb-B which makes this layer slightly thicker than 
that in CM1 841. The sharp rise in RAB at spatial fre- 
quencies > 0.34 nm-’ is attributed to noise in the 
image data which dominates especially where the CTF 
drops to a minimum (Fig. 3). Thus, a realistic estimate 
of the reliable resolution of the reconstructions is 
-3 nm. 

Visual inspection of the Cabb-B and CM 1841 den- 
sity maps confirms their similarity. Therefore, only illus- 
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FIG. 6. Reliability index (R,,) comparisons between independently 
refined and reconstructed subsets of Cabb-B (10 vs 1 1 particles) and 
CM 184 1 (20 vs 20) data and between the complete reconstructions 
of Cabb-B and CM1 841 (21 vs 40). R,,, plotted as a function of 
spatial frequency, shows excellent reliability within each of the indi- 
vidual data sets as well as excellent agreement between the full 
reconstructions to -0.34 nm-‘. 
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FIG. 7. (A) Half-particle, projected image of the density of layer I (r = 
21.2-26.9 nm) from the Cabb-B reconstruction, viewed along the 
axis of the pentavalent capsomer. (B) Magnified view of the central 
region of (A) showing the regular substructure of the pentameric 
capsomer (dia. - 8.3 nm). (C)Same as (A) for a view along the axis of 
the hexavalent capsomer. (D) Magnified view of the central region of 
(C) showing the distorted substructure of the hexameric capsomer 
(maximum dia. - 10.3 nm). Symbols identify subunit-subunit inter- 
actions that are described under Results. 

trations of the Cabb-B structure are presented hereaf- 
ter, and further discussions of CaMV structure are as- 
sumed to be equivalent for both Cabb-B and CM 1841. 

420 Subunit, pentamer-hexamer capsid 

Projected images of the density, contained just 
within the outermost CaMV layer (r > 21.2 nm) and 
viewed along radial directions parallel to the axes of the 
pentavalent (Figs. 7A and 7B) and hexavalent (Figs. 7C 
and 7D) capsomers, clearly reveal pentameric and 
hexameric capsomer morphologies. This suggests 
that CaMV is composed of 420 “subunits,” 60 from 
the 12 pentamers and 360 from the 60 hexamers. The 
pentavalent pentamer, with strict fivefold symmetry im- 
posed by the icosahedral averaging procedure, has a 
pentagonal outer profile of maximum dimension - 8.3 
nm with a central region of weak density of radius - 
1.4 nm. Each pentamer subunit has an approximately 
elliptical shape (3.1 by 2.7 nm) and contacts two neigh- 
boring, equivalent pentamer subunits (with a center-to- 
center inter-subunit spacing of 3 nm) and a third sub- 
unit from an adjacent hexamer. Although the hexava- 
lent capsomers are unquestionably hexameric, the six 

AND BAKER 

subunits are arranged with quasi-twofold, not quasi- 
sixfold symmetry as might be expected for a T = 7 
structure organized with quasi-equivalent symmetry as 
originally proposed by Caspar and Klug (1962). The 
hexamer seems to be subdivided into two similar 
halves, each consisting of three subunits, two of which 
form a closely associated pair (Fig. 7D, “dumbell” 
symbols). An identical “distorted” hexameric arrange- 
ment of subunits is also seen in CaMV CM 1841 (data 
not shown). This provides compelling evidence that 
the distorted subunit arrangement is a genuine feature 
of the CaMV structure and not an artifact of the imag- 
ing or reconstruction processes. The largest dimen- 
sion of the hexamer is - 10.3 nm, and the subunits are 
-3 nm in diameter. The center-to-center spacing be- 
tween hexamer subunits ranges between 3.0 and 3.8 
nm. The number and distorted arrangement of these 
subunits gives the hexamer a larger, less-dense center 
(r = 2 nm) than that in the pentamer. Five of the six 
hexamer subunits appear to make strong contacts 
with individual subunits from five neighboring cap- 
Somers. The remaining hexamer subunit, closest to 
the strict icosahedral twofold axis, appears to make 
weaker contact (Fig. 7D, arrowhead) with the twofold 
related subunit in the sixth neighboring capsomer. At 
the level of the outermost layer of the CaMV virion, all 
420 subunits thus appear to participate in three inter- 
subunit interactions, two with subunits in the same 
capsomer and the third with a subunit of an adjacent 
capsomer. 

Multilayer virion 

The multilayer CaMV structure can be systematically 
examined in solid-surface views of the reconstruction, 
truncated at progressively lower radii (Figs. 8A-8K) and 
in projections of the reconstructed density at specific 
radii (Figs. 8L-8R). These displays, along with a sur- 
face-shaded view of the virion cross-sectioned along a 
plane that includes the axes of both capsomers (Fig. 
8S),‘ suggest the presence of more extensive contact 
between layers II and III compared to layers I and II (cf. 
Figs. 8G and 81). A large volume of contiguous, sol- 
vent-accessible space separates layers I and II, and 
large cone-shaped cavities (3.3 and 4.4 nm high; 6.6 
and 8.8 nm dia. at the bases) exist beneath both types 
of capsomers (Fig. 8s). An intricate network of cavities 
and channels characterize the open CaMV structure. 

At the contour level chosen to depict solid density in 
Fig. 8, (i) the cavity beneath the hexamer is accessible 
to the virion surface through an axial opening - 1 nm in 
diameter (Figs. 8A, 8E, and SS), (ii) a smaller cavity 
beneath the pentamer is closed off from the outside 
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FIG. 8. The CaMV Cabb-B reconstruction presented as surface-shaded views, truncated at progressively lower radii (A-D and E-K), and as 
projected views of the density at specific radii (L-R). All these representations (A-R) are viewed along a radial direction midway between the axes 
of the pentavalent (toward the top) and hexavalent (toward the bottom) capsomer axes. A cutaway surface representation (S), in which only the 
left half of (A) is viewed from the right, reveals the internal features of the multilayer CaMV structure. Circular arcs mark the positions of peaks 
and troughs seen in the radial density plot (Fig. 5). These are at r = 23.5 (F,M), 21.2 (B,G,N), 19.1 (H,O), 17.6 (C,I,P), 16.0 (J,Q). and 14.5 nm 
(D,K,R). The reconstructed density along each of the circular arcs in (S) from right to left corresponds to the density along a central, vertical line in 
each of the panels in (E-R) from top to bottom. 
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along the fivefold axis (Figs. 8A, 8E, and 8S), (iii) the 
thicknesses of both capsomers are relatively uniform 
(-2.2 nm, Fig. SS), (iv) the pentamer extends to a max- 
imum radius slightly larger (26.9 nm vs 26.4 nm) than 
that of the hexamer (Fig. 8S), (v) a series of tangential 
channels interconnect the cavities between layers I 
and II (Fig. 8S), (vi) solvent from the outside is mainly 
accessible to layer II via the axial channels of the 60 
hexamers and the 140 holes at the 20 strict and 120 
quasi-threefold positions (Figs. 8A, 8E, 8F, and 8S), (vii) 
layer III appears to be the most contiguous layer and 
seems mainly accessible to solvent through small 
openings in layer II along or near the 72 capsomer axes 
(Figs. 8F-81 and 8M-8P), (viii) the virion core appears 
to be inaccessible to solvent (Figs. 81 and 8J), and (ix) 
cilia-like density features that radially project -3 nm 
from the inner wall of the virion into the large, central 
cavity (Figs. 8D, 8K, 8R, and 8s) account for the 
shoulder of density seen in the radial density plot 
(Fig. 5). 

Layer I contains the highest density features in the 
icosahedrally symmetrized map (Figs. 8L-8N). Thus, 
compared to the density of layers II and III, the organi- 
zation of density in layer I is the easiest to interpret as it 
is the density in the virion most consistent with an ico- 
sahedral arrangement. The lower average density of 
layers II and Ill is likely the result of smearing caused by 
averaging regions which do not conform to the icosa- 
hedral symmetry of the outer layer. Density features 
within layers II and III appear more complex, have less 
well-defined connectivity, and therefore are more diffi- 
cult to interpret with confidence (Figs. 80-8R). The 
densest regions of layers II and III appear as nearly 
space-filled features in the surface-rendered views 
(Figs. 8H and 8J), although this gives a somewhat mis- 
leading impression since the corresponding density 
distributions at the respective radii (Figs. 80 and 8Q) 
reveal nonuniform distributions. With the possible ex- 
ception of density close to the fivefold axes, there is no 
clearly defined connectivity between the density fea- 
tures attributed to the icosahedrally symmetric cap- 
Somers at high radii (layer I) and the density features at 
lower radii (layers II and Ill). 

DISCUSSION 

CaMV is the first T = 7 isometric plant virus to be 
studied by cryo-electron microscopy and image recon- 
struction methods. Cabb-B is aphid transmissible and 
causes severe disease symptoms, whereas CM 1841 
is a mild strain which can only be transmitted by me- 
chanical inoculation (Lung and Pirone, 1973). The re- 
markable consistency between the reconstructions 
obtained from these two strains of CaMV of distinct 

phenotype strongly suggests that all strains of CaMV 
have the same basic structure. 

T = 7, 420-subunit outer capsid model: Comparison 
with papovaviruses 

Our analyses of unstained, frozen-hydrated samples 
of two isolates of CaMV clearly establish a 420-subunit 
model for the structure of the outer virion layer. The 
protein and nucleic acid components are organized in 
three concentric layers surrounding a large, empty 
core. CaMV is the first example of a simple, spherical 
virus with T = 7 icosahedral lattice symmetry that con- 
forms to the rules of stoichiometry for isometric viruses 
as originally formulated by Caspar and Klug (1962). 
That is, the 420 subunits that form the outer layer are 
organized as 72 capsomeric aggregates, in which the 
12 pentavalent capsomers are pentamers and the 60 
hexavalent capsomers are hexamers. This contrasts 
with the all-pentamer, 360-subunit capsid structure 
observed for four members of the T = 7 papovavirus 
family (Rayment et al., 1982; Baker et al., 1988, 1989, 
1991). 

Despite early indications of a close relationship be- 
tween the caulimoviruses and the polyoma-type3 vi- 
ruses (Tezuka and Taniguchi, 1972; Hull and Shep- 
herd, 1976), these viruses are now clearly distin- 
guished by several, well-established properties. CaMV 
and polyoma are similar-sized, isometric viruses (53.8 
nm vs 49.5 nm dia.), each with T = 7 icosahedral sur- 
face lattice symmetry and having a single, circular 
(closed) dsDNA genome and a major capsid protein of 
similar mass (-40 kDa). However, the CaMV genome 
is larger (-8000 vs -5000 bp), is orginized differ- 
ently, codes for a distinct set of gene products, and is 
not associated with host-encoded histones as is the 
polyoma DNA (e.g., Griffith, 1975). Two prominent 
structural differences contrast CaMV and polyoma: (i) 
the stoichiometries and quaternary organizations of 
the respective major capsid proteins are distinctly dif- 
ferent (i.e., 72 pentameric capsomers for polyoma), 
and (ii) the “core” of CaMV is empty, whereas polyoma 
contains a minichromosome “core.” Interestingly, 
both viruses display marked departures from classic 
quasi-equivalent packing arrangements of the capsid 
subunits (Caspar and Klug, 1962) although this must 
be manifest in distinctly different ways since the re- 
spective hexavalent capsomers have different oligo- 
merit states. The dsDNA is packaged at a high radius 
in CaMV and appears to be in close contact with virion- 

3 The term “polyoma” is used here to collectively refer to all vi- 
ruses within the polyomavirinae subfamily (e.g., polyoma, SV40, 
BKV, JCV, etc.). 
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FIG. 9. Comparison of multilayer models based on our image re- 
constructions and the neutron scattering experiments of Kruse eta/. 
(1987). The three layers in the reconstruction model span radii of 
21.2-26.9 nm (I), 17.6-21.2 nm (II), and 11.4-17.6 nm (Ill), whereas 
the neutron model is depicted with four layers that span radii of 
21.5-25.0 nm, 18.5-21.5 nm, 15.0-18.5 nm, and 12.0-15.0 nm 
(Note: Kruse et al. (1987) label these respective layers IV, Ill, II, and I, 
whereas we use an opposite convention). 

coded proteins, whereas polyoma dsDNA is com- 
plexed with cellular histones in a central nucleohistone 
core of diameter 33 nm (Baker et a/., 1988). 

Correlation with multilayer neutron scattering model Organization of protein and DNA 

The multilayer structure observed for the Cabb-B 
and CM 1841 strains of CaMV is consistent with a simi- 
lar, multilayer model (Fig. 9) proposed on the basis of 
neutron solution scattering experiments on strain D/H 
(Kruse et a/., 1987). The Kruse et a/. (1987) model con- 
sists of four concentric layers, each with different 
amounts of protein and DNA: (i) an outermost layer 
(radii 21.5-25.0 nm) composed only of protein (60% of 
total virion protein), (ii) a second layer (radii 18.5-21.5 
nm) composed of 42% of the total DNA and 26% of the 
total protein, (iii) a third layer (radii 15.0-18.5 nm) 
mainly consisting of DNA (52%; 3% protein), and (iv) an 
innermost layer (radii 12.0-15.0 nm) containing the 
smallest amount of protein (1 1 Yo) and DNA (6%). In this 
model, the large volume fraction of water in each of 
these layers (57, 59, 78, and 74%, respectively) indi- 
cates that the packing density of components in CaMV 
virions is not as high, for example, as that found in most 
smaller plant viruses including the swollen forms of 
small isometric RNA viruses (Kruse et al., 1982). This 
unusually low density, which has been viewed as 
somewhat surprising given the high stability of CaMV 
virions in extreme environmental conditions (e.g., Al 
Ani et a/., 1979a), is completely consistent with the 

There is no reliable way to accurately discriminate 
the protein and DNA components of CaMV in recon- 
structions computed from images recorded at a single 
level of defocus or from images of samples that were 
all embedded in vitrified solutions with the same sol- 
vent density (Lepault eta/., 1983; Lepault, 1985). How- 
ever, a self-consistent model for the structure of gplV 
can be proposed based on (i) knowledge that gplV is 
present as 37 kDa and 42 kDa polypeptides in approxi- 
mately a six to one ratio (Al Ani et a/., 1979b; Kruse et 
al., 1987; Martinez-lzquierdo and Hohn, 1987; unpub- 
lished data), (ii) examination of structural features in the 
reconstructions, (iii) calculations of solvent-excluded 
volumes from our results and the neutron scattering 
model of Kruse et al. (1987), and (iv) consideration of 
the basic tenets of the replication-assembly model of 
Hull et a/. (1987). 

The total virion volume is -64,000 nm3. Sixty-eight 
percent of this volume (43,300 nm3) is attributed to 
solvent inside the virion (one-third of which is ac- 
counted for by the large, central cavity), leaving 
-20,700 nm3 for packaging the total virion protein and 
DNA. If the virion is composed solely of 420 copies of 
37 kDa gplV and one dsDNA molecule, then each gplV 

open structure seen in the two image reconstructions 
presented here (Fig. 4). The low packing density in 
CaMV is also consistent with the interpretation of sedi- 
mentation and diffusion coefficient measurements 
which indicated that CaMV has an average, effective 
hydrated diameter of 57 nm (Hull et a/., 1976). 

The primary difference between the image recon- 
struction and neutron scattering results (Fig. 9) con- 
cerns a delineation of layer III of the reconstruction as 
two separate layers in the neutron model. Inspection of 
the reconstructions leads us to conclude that there are 
three, clearly-defined layers, with the third layer con- 
sisting of a contiguous region at high radius (14.5- 
17.6 nm; Fig. 5) from which 80 small protrusions of 
density radiate toward the solvent-filled virion center 
(1 1.4-14.5 nm; Figs. 8D and 8s). The continuity of 
density in this region (1 1.4-l 7.6 nm) suggests that all 
such density be attributed to a single “layer” (Ill). From 
the combined neutron and microscopy studies (Fig. 9) 
it thus appears that CaMV consists of an outer, primar- 
ily proteinaceous layer (I) that displays icosahedral 
symmetry, and two prominent inner layers (II, Ill) that 
have no well-defined symmetrical arrangements of the 
DNA and protein. Layers II and III both contain protein 
and DNA, but these components appear to be partially 
segregated in layer III with the DNA mainly confined to 
higher radii (Fig. 9). 
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molecule must extend the entire 15.5-nm virion thick- 
ness (radii 11.4-26.9 nm) and may be subdivided such 
that 21, 9, and 7 kDa portions of the molecule are re- 
spectively distributed among layers I-III. The sizes of 
these portions of gplV are entirely consistent with neu- 
tron scattering data (Kruse eta/., 1987) and analysis of 
amino-acid sequence data (Devereux et a/., 1984; Hull 
et a/., 1987; unpublished results). This strongly sug- 
gests that gplV has a multi-domain tertiary structure. 

Evidence suggests that the N-terminal portion of the 
proposed gplV molecule is exposed to the external 
surface of the virion (Hull et a/., 1987; Menissier-de 
Murcia et a/., 1986). The 21 -kDa N-terminal portion of 
gplV could form one “domain” that is symmetrically 
arranged in the prominent capsomer aggregates in 
layer I. We predict this “domain” adopts the common, 
eight-stranded, p-barrel structure, which to date has 
been found as the basic structural motif in the capsid 
subunits of most isometric viruses, including all isomet- 
ric plant viruses studied by high resolution crystallo- 
graphic techniques (e.g., Rossmann and Johnson, 
1989). This common structural motif has a minimum 
size of 15-l 6 kDa, but it typically resides within sub- 
unit domains of 20-25 kDa. 

The second (-9 kDa) “domain” of gplV is postu- 
lated to reside within layer II where it would bind the 
DNA. CaMV coat protein possesses an unusually high 
lysine content (18% on a molar basis of the amino acid 
content of total virion protein; Brunt et al., 1975) that is 
mainly localized in an -8-kDa region of the sequence 
adjacent to the 21 -kDa N-terminal half of the molecule. 
A “Cys” motif lies immediately to the C-terminal side of 
this basic stretch of polypeptide (Hull et a/., 1987). The 
combined Lys-rich and Cys-motif regions span -9 
kDa of the sequence and both regions demonstrate 
strong nucleic acid binding potential (Franck et al., 
1980; Berg, 1986). Strong interactions between gplV 
and the DNA are consistent with the observation that 
viral DNA partially unfolds and extrudes from virions at 
pH 11.25 but reversibly reassembles upon lowering of 
the pH (Al Ani et al., 1979a). The chemical stability of 
CaMV may thus be accounted in part by nonspecific 
electrostatic interactions between negatively charged 
portions of the DNA and positively charged (basic) por- 
tions of gplV. Additional stability may arise from van der 
Waals interactions between the nucleotide bases and 
the folded gplV polypeptide. 

The remaining 7 kDa at the C-terminus of gplV would 
be distributed in layer Ill, probably with most of it ex- 
posed to the central cavity at the inner virion wall (Fig. 
9). In this model for gplV, the N- and C-terminal do- 
mains would essentially form a protein “sandwich” for 
the DNA contained in layer II and at the higher radius 
portion of layer III. In contrast with this gplV model, the 

C-terminal portions of capsid proteins in isometric vi- 
ruses are exposed at the viral surface (Rossmann and 
Johnson, 1989; one notable exception to this is the 
44-kDa capsid protein of black beetle virus as reported 
by Hosur et al. (1987)). However, our gplV model is 
consistent with this general rule since the C-terminal 
portion is, in a strict sense, at a surface because it is 
“exposed” to the large, solvent-filled cavity. 

Structural flexibility and implications for assembly 
and infection 

Little is known about the details of CaMV assembly, 
although the process is known to occur in the viro- 
plasm (inclusion bodies) of infected plant cells where 
the DNA is also replicated (Hull et al., 1987; Rodriguez 
et al., 1988). A possible close coupling of assembly 
and replication may in part account for the characteris- 
tic open, flexible structure of mature virions. If these 
processes are spatially and temporally closely coupled 
as suggested, then some fraction of the 76-kDa re- 
verse transcriptase, gpV, may remain associated with 
maturing particles, subsequently get trapped inside 
the “empty” virion core, and generate cavities or holes 
inside the virion after dissociating from the assembly 
complex. Indeed, gpV has been shown to be asso- 
ciated with virus particles in purified preparations of 
CaMV (Menissier et a/., 1984; Gordon et a/., 1988). A 
model for assembly proposed by Hull et a/. (1987) indi- 
cates that within the viroplasm there is a close interac- 
tion between the 61-kDa inclusion body protein, gpVI, 
and the N-terminal, acid-rich and phosphorylated por- 
tion (1 1 kDa) of the 58-kDa major capsid precursor pro- 
tein, gplV. Proteolysis later cleaves this 1 1 -kDa region 
and also a 4-kDa C-terminal region from gplV to pro- 
duce the primary 42-kDa capsid protein (Franck et a/., 
1980). These gplV fragments and gpVl are not de- 
tected in mature virions. Thus, gpVl may serve a scaf- 
fold role to help nucleate coat protein assembly. The 
large holes that are observed in the surface of mature 
virions (Figs. 4 and 8) might therefore be the vestiges of 
gpVI and the other protein fragments after they have 
left the assembly complex. Holes and cavities gener- 
ated by the loss of such components may either serve 
to increase structural flexibility or to provide pathways 
to ultimately facilitate the release of the dsDNA ge- 
nome upon infection of new cell tissue. In addition, 
these cavities may provide access to the dsDNA by 
ions, small molecules or macromolecules (e.g., gplll, 
Giband et al., 1986; Gordon et a/., 1988; Mesnard et 
a/., 1990). 

The atypical, solvent-filled CaMV structure may ex- 
plain why it easily distorts and why so many difficulties 
were encountered during the analysis of image data 
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and in computing reliable reconstructions. Only a small 
fraction of particle images exhibited minimal departure 
from icosahedral symmetry and were successfully in- 
cluded in the data analysis used to compute the three- 
dimensional reconstructions (Fig. 4). Structural flexibil- 
ity in CaMV apparently arises due to the rather low 
packing density of the protein-DNA components. Het- 
erogeneity, which can arise from the presence of minor 
proteins or from variable amounts of proteins that re- 
main associated with mature particles, may disrupt an 
otherwise stable, symmetrical structure. For example, 
in addition to molecules of gpV that may get trapped 
inside the center of virions during assembly, an 11 -kDa 
protein, which arises from proteolysis of the C-terminal 
region of the 15-kDa product of ORF Ill, is thought to be 
a minor structural component on the surface of virions 
(jib;;tO;t a/., 1986; Gordon et a/., 1988; Mesnard et 
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